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This study is part of the                                    project which aims at radically 
changing assessment approaches by focusing on diversity of activities and 
profiles rather than neglecting the complexities of the scientific ecosystem

It stands for COntextual Mapping of academic Pathways Analysis for 

Research Evaluation. Its grant reference is PID2020-117007RA-I00 and it is 
funded by:



There is an urgent need to open up 
the box of authorship if we want to 

understand diversity within the 
knowledge production process.

Authorship order in publications has 
been used to reflect these roles, 
especially for flagging leadership.

1. INTRODUCTION

Robinson-Garcia, N., Costas, R., Sugimoto, C. R., Larivière, V., & Nane, G. F. (2020). Task 
specialization across research careers. eLife, 9, e60586. https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.60586 
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Open Science practices add new roles 
and tasks to the scientific endeavour, 
among others dissemination and 
public outreach of scientific findings.

Scientific communication is another 
task that is not equally distributed 
among authors, is it?

1. INTRODUCTION



1. INTRODUCTION

Scientific communication varies among authors, with Twitter being a 
predominant platform for sharing research

This mode of dissemination often sees the first author as the main 
communicator, highlighting a gender gap, yet many characteristics of this 

distribution remain unexplored

Ferreira, M. R., Mongeon, P., & Costas, R. (2021). Large-scale comparison of authorship, citations, and tweets of web 
of science authors. Journal of Altmetrics, 4(1), 1. https://doi.org/10.29024/joa.38 
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The main objective is to explore how research dissemination on Twitter is 
handled according to authorship position

Specific objectives

1. Determine the volume of scholars involved in Twitter discussions 
around scientific publications

2. Identify which authorship position is most associated with 
self-dissemination of the paper on Twitter

3. Examine patterns of self-dissemination across research areas

1. OBJECTIVES



2. METHODOLOGY
IDENTIFYING SCHOLARS ON 

TWITTER
492,124

scholars with Twitter & OpenAlex IDs1
UPDATING OPENALEX DATASET 434,949

scholars with Twitter & OpenAlex IDs2
RETRIEVING TWITTER 
MENTIONS TO PAPERS

3,751,267 papers with 
51,999,245 mentions3

SCHOLARS' PRESENCE AND PAPER MENTIONS ON TWITTER1
PAPER DISSEMINATION BY AUTHORSHIP POSITION2

PATTERNS ACROSS 22 ESI FIELDS3
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Mongeon, P., Bowman, T. D., & Costas, R. (2022). An open dataset of scholars on 
Twitter. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7013518
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3. RESULTS//Scholars' representation and self-dissemination on Twitter

8

7% of all users



3. RESULTS//Scholars' representation and self-dissemination on Twitter
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3. RESULTS//Authorship positions in self-dissemination on Twitter

10

Corresponding and first authors tweet most, while middle authors mainly retweet

Majority of corresponding authors self-disseminating are first authors



3. RESULTS//Authorship positions in self-dissemination on Twitter by ESI field

11

Corresponding authors 
typically lead, but first or 

middle authors dominate 
depending on the discipline's 

average author count



4. DISCUSSION

1. This is the pioneering large-scale study investigating research 
dissemination on Twitter based on authorship position

2. Our findings align with previous studies indicating that many tweets 
from scholars about papers are self-promotions

3. It is important to note the effect of scholars’ age in their behaviour

4. Our research diverges from some prior work by emphasizing the role 
of middle authors, suggesting methodological or temporal differences 
in data collection

5. Now that X has arrived, other channels of communication may 
increase their importance for public outreach



5. FURTHER RESEARCH

1. We will expand and update our dataset
2. We will explore overlooked factors related to authorship
3. We will study tweet characteristics further

age!
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